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To welcome Jaylin, the two of them dressed up and rushed to the airport. 

 

The woman in a white T-shirt and skirt waved to them and quickly walked through the crowd. 

 

After hugging Whitney and Alisha, Jaylin followed them to the car. 

 

“I’m in such a hurry to see you this time because I have something to ask of you.” 

 

Whitney held her hand and went straight to the point, “Too many things have happened in the Caffrey 

family recently. We’re helpless. I really don’t know what to do…” 

 

“What can I do for you? I’ll do whatever I can.” 

 

Jaylin had guessed her intention. She nodded calmly. 

 

Whitney and Alisha looked at each other, secretly delighted. 

 

Alisha told Jaylin about what had happened in the Caffrey family recently and emphasized how barbaric 

and shameless Viola was. 

 

“This woman dared to bully our family!” Jaylin took a sip of tea. “I’ll get someone to investigate her to 

find a way to deal with her.” 

 

Whitney held her hands and said lovingly, “Sorry to trouble you. Orlando is not here, and we don’t know 

how to deal with that vicious person. Without you, we would have been bullied!” 

 



“It’s nothing, Whitney.” Jaylin smiled at her. 

 

As the two talked, the car had returned to the Caffrey’s place. 

 

Jaylin took the lead to go upstairs, came to the room that Whitney had arranged for her in advance, and 

began to pack her luggage. 

 

She had learned a lot of things about business over the years abroad and was very clear about the 

unwritten rules of the business. 

 

The power of the Caffrey family was obvious to all. There would be no harm in helping Whitney and 

Alisha this time. 

 

“Miss, Viola is working as the managing director of the Angle Group. Currently, she is in charge of the 

female talent show of the company.” 

 

A message was received. 

 

Jaylin made up her mind. She immediately took a taxi to the talent show shooting base. 

 

On the way, she looked up the information of all the contestants and picked one that was not famous. 

 

Such a person was ranked in the middle. Few people would pay attention to her. She would not be easily 

eliminated either. This one was inost suitable to be an informant. 

 

Jaylin invited her to the coffee shop across the base, 

 



A girl in a simple training uniform walked over to her and asked directly, “You are Jaylin? Why do you 

call me here?” 

 

“You don’t need to know the reason.” 

 

Jaylin pushed the coffee that she had ordered in advance to the girl. “You only need to do what I tell 

you. When the job is done, I will invest in your company so that you can have sufficient resources to get 

famous.” 

 

“But what about the talent show?” 

 

The girl was a little tempted by this offer but hadn’t made a decision. “If I cooperate with you, I will lose 

the chance to be picked.” 

 

“Do you really think that you can be picked? It’s not easy for you.” 

 

Jaylin put on an elegant smile. “According to my investigation, all the players in the team either have a 

good brilliant background or many fans. Look at you, you have none of them. It will only be a waste of 

time for you to be there. Cooperating with me is the best choice for you.” 

 

The girl hesitated, and her fingers twisted the edge of the tablecloth. 

 

Jaylin wasn’t in a hurry to get her answer. She enjoyed her coffee leisurely. 

 

“I can cooperate with you. What should I do?” The girl made up her mind and slowly clenched her fists. 

 

“It’s very simple. I believe you won’t disappoint me…” 

 



Jaylin slammed the investment contract on the table, got up, and left the coffee shop. 

 

At the building of Angle Group. 

 

Having quite a lot of free time recently, Viola spent it studying real estate. 

 

To help her, Stanley concealed his identity and served Angle Group as the managing director. 

 

“I have a new idea. 

 

Stanley walked into her office and put a document on her desk. “I think you can invest in a small project 

as a first try.” 

 

“Let me take a look.” 

 

Viola took the document and read it carefully. 

 

“If you want to quickly familiarize yourself with the industry, the best way is to integrate into it and 

deepen your understanding in practice. A small investment project isn’t risky. Moreover, it can give you 

experience. This is the best way in the short term to sharpen yourself.” 

 

Stanley sat down on the sofa, waiting for her reply. 

 

“This sound like a practical idea.” Viola nodded and closed the document. 

 

Stanley was about to tell her about the project he valued, but she suddenly changed the topic. 

 



“Small projects take safety as the priority and dodge risks. However, this is not my style. I want quick 

and brilliant success. 

 

The stars in her eyes sparkled and stunned Stanley. 

 

“A large fjim base in Washington is being rebuilt, the construction of which will last a month and a half. 

This is a good opportunity. Moreover, the film base is also good for the development of Angle Group. 

Investing in this project is killing two birds with one stone.” 

 

Stanley looked at her with surprise, 

 

She had both wisdom and courage. Her idea was feasible. 

 

It seemed that he was overthinking. 

 

She had grown up. She was no longer the little girl he thought she was. 

 

“You can do whatever you want without worry,” Stanley said with a look of approval. 

 

Viola swiftly signed a contract to speed up the construction of the film base. 

 

She ordered someone to collect the information on projects of Caffrey Group in recent years for her to 

study the characteristics, strengths, and weaknesses of Caffrey Group. 

 

Caffrey Group almost monopolized half of the real estate market in Washington. It was easier said than 

done to take it down in the short term. 

 



After Viola got off work, she shut herself in her room to study the document. 

 

“You’ll wear yourself out.” Russell knocked on her door. “Come down and eat something. Chana made 

your favorite dish.” 

 

Viola leaned back in her chair, unable to hide the exhaustion in her eyes. “To know one’s own strength 

and the enemy’s is the sure way to victory. I must get myself prepared before the first battle begins.” 

 

“You are right, but the commander can’t win the battle if she doesn’t rest well.” Russell pushed the door 

open, pressed her shoulder, and brought her to the dining table. 

 

He poured her a glass of milk. “The first episode of your talent show has been broadcast. The viewership 

ratings are very good. If you plan the follow-up well, its popularity will even get higher.” 

 

Viola slowed down the chewing speed and began to think while eating. 

 

“Got it. I’ll go to the shooting base tomorrow to tell them what to do.” 

 

To increase the attraction of the program, Viola had the person in charge add many outdoor shoots. 

 

The second phase would be the Lakeside Area on the outskirts of Washington. 

 

“To relax the contestants, we have launched a special plan for summer. We will take you to the Lakeside 

Area for a rowing competition. Please pack your things and we will set off in the afternoon.” 

 

The supervisor gathered all the contestants in the dormitory ball and informed them of such exciting 

news. 

 



The girls all cheered and went back to their dormitory to pack their stuff. 

 

A petite figure took advantage of the chaos to hide in the public bathroom and send a message to Jaylin. 


